We investigate tile relationship between logical expressibility of NP optimization problems and their approximation properties. First sucll attempt was made by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, who defined the class of NPO problems MAX NP. We show that many importaut optimization problems do not belong to MAX NP and that in fact there are problems in P which are not ill lk'IAX NP. The problems that we consider fit naturally in a new complexity class that we call MAX Ill.
Introduction
A1)proximation of NP optimization (NPo) problems is all important area ill tile theory of algorithms [5, 12] .
Although there is a wealth of results providing ingenious algorithms for approximation of individual problems, and several isolated proofs of non-approximability of others (assuming P ¢ NP), there is a lack of unifying theoretical framework and the reasons why a problem enjoys particula.r approxiination properties are not clear [1, 3, 2, 5, 10, 11, 13] .
In order to develop a theory for approximation of NPO problems, one has to define subclasses of NPo with problems in the same subclass having similar approximation properties. Defining these classes in terms of Turing machines presents a fundamental problem: changing something "computationally insignificant" like the value of a single bit, can have enornlous effect on TsP are both complete for class of functions in pSAT, but while the first is approximable in a very strong sense, the second is not approximable unless P = NP.
It is possible to define approximation classes within NPO in terms of Turing machines [3] . The results are interesting, but it seenrs doubtful that meaningful problems can be proven complete in those classes.
To avoid the problems which arise in the Turing machine model, Papadimitrion and Yannakakis [13] introduce an approach based on the logical characterization of NP given by Fagin [4] ; this result states that NP is the set of languages that are the generalized spectrum of a second order existential formula, ranging over finite structures. They use this characterization to define a natural class of NPO problems, which they call Max NP. Roughly speaking, a problem in MAX NP has the property that the set of its feasible solutions can be described by a fornmla of the type 3~ (I)(9, S), where (I) is quantifier-free, S is a. feasible solution and //ranges over the input structure, such as a graph or a boolean formula. Interestingly enough, they show that all the problems in MAX NP are approximable and that there is a uniform fashion in which they can be approx- In this paper, we first prove that the expressive power of MAX NP is rather limited. We prove that well-known and important problems like MAX CLIQUE, MAX 3DM, and MAX 3SC (optimization versions of 3DM and SET COVEaING) are not in MAX NP. It is not known if MAX CHQUE is approximable but we prove that MAx 3DM and Max 3SC are approximable.
In fact, we also prove the stronger fact. that MAX NP does not capture P because we show that the problem of finding a maxinmm matching in a graph can not be expressed in MAX NP. These are expressibility results and do not rely on any assumptions (such as P # NP).
It turns out that all these problems which cannot be expressed as problems in MAX NP have similar logical structure and they fit nicely into a new class that we call MAx 1-[1. Loosely speaking, these problems have the property that the set of feasible solutions can be described by means of a first order formula of the type VO ~(9. S).
\Ve investigate the structure of the class MAx II 1 and find natural complete problems under reductions that preserve approximability [3, 13] . For example we prove that, given a boolean formula, the problem of finding a satisfying assignment that sets to true the xnaximum nmnber of variables (we call this problem Max ONES)
is MAX IIl-complete. MAX H1 in its full-fledged form turns out to be too expressive; the complete problems for MAX II1 are not approximable unless P = NP.
But the problems like MAX 3DM, MAX CLIQUE, MAX 3SC do not seem to be that difficult and in fact they are either approxilnable or are not known to be nona.pproxinaable. We define subclasses of Max Ht which still capture these problems and where the approximability of the complete problems for the class is an open question. These subclasses are defined by restricting the structure of the logical formulae allowed to express the problems. The motivation for the constraints imposed comes from observing the similarity in the expressions for the problems mentioned above. The major limitation that is imposed corresponds to saying that if S is a feasible solution for the problem and 5" C S, then so is S'. The smallest and most interesting of these subclasses contains Max k-DM, MAX k-SC, and has Max CLIQUE and MAX GRAPH k-CoLORING a.s complete problems. The other classes have a. natural generalization of MAx CLIQUE as their complete problems.
All of the complete problems share the interesting property that either they are non-approximable or are approximable within any fixed ratio. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains lhe necessary definitions. In Section 3 we prove that MAX CLIQUE, MAX 3DM, and MAX 3SC, and the maximum matching problem are not in .~lAX NP.
We then introduce the class MAX H1 and prove that the above problems belong to it. In Section 4 we prove the MAX Hi-completeness of the problems MAX ONES and MAX NSF with respect to approximation preserving reductions. In Section 5, we defil~e a subclass of MAX II1, the class RMAX, and prove completeness results for several optimization problems. • opt E {max, rain}.
Definitions
Solving an optimization problem F given the input x E 2"F, means finding a y E SF(X) such that rE(x, y) is opt.imum.
As an example we briefly state how MAX CLIQUE can be expressed in the above formalism. The set of input instances is the set of all encodings of undirected graphs G = (I/; E) over E*. The set. of feasible solutions for G is the set of all cliques contained in G. The objective function is the cardinality II c II of a given clique. The goal is to find a clique of maxinmm cardinality.
In this paper we consider only the lnaximization prob- To define approximation we need to define a notion of error [5, 8, 12] . 
where y E SF(X).
Definition 3 An NPO problem F is e-approximable, if
there exist a polyT~omial time algorithm A such that.
for all instances x of F: i) A(x) E SF(X), and it)

$(optF(x),a(x)) <_ e. .4 problem is approxilnable if
there is an ~ E (0, 1) such. that it is e-approzimable.
Definition 4 APx is the class of all approximable NPo
problems. To clarify the definition, the complexity of a polynomial time approximation scheme can be something like
Examples of problems in
2'/ep(I x [) or
Ix ]lie these cases actually arise in practice [7, 5] .
Sometimes the dependence on e is also polynomial. Many scheduling problems are known to be in PTAS [7] . MAX KNAPSACK is an example of a problem be- 
For example, ~ E SAT if and only if
3T Vc 3x (Pea, c) A T(x)) V (N(x, c) A -.T(x))
Intuitively, T is a second-order variable that ranges over truth assigmnents; W is described by means of the two binary predicates P and N; P(x,c) = TRUE
iff variable x appears positive in clause c. Sinfilarly,
N(x, c) = TRUE iff variable x appears negated in clause c. The fornmla (P(x, c) A T(x)) V (N(x, c) A -.T(x)) en-
sures that T sets to true at least one literal for each clause.
In general, for any language L in NP there is a quartlifter free formtfla q~L such that Informally, tile instance I is described with a finite structure I {A, P~, ak = .
.,P~ }, where Pia' C A a~, and
A is a finite set. In the formula qSL, I stands for the set.
of predicates P/~' (this is an abuse of notation; for more formal description see [4] ). S C_ A" is a predicate ofarity s describing the solution (e.g a satisfying assigmnent), and :L ~ are vectors of fixed arity of elements of A. We could consider a more general format where S too is a collection of predicates; in this paper we consider the case where S is a single predicate for sake of simplicity, but most of our proofs can be generalized.
It is important to realize the the formula (I)L is the same for all instances I. In particular it. is of fixed size, and the arities of the vectors :g,~, together with the arities of the predicates appearing in I and 5' are fixed.
This formalisln can be used to express NPO problems too. Again, for sake of cJarity, we consider an example.
Take the problem Max SAT: given a boolean formula c2 iu CNF , find an assignment that maxinfizes the number of clauses set to true.
Let 3x q~(x,c,P,N,T) he an abbreviation for 3x (P(x, e) A T(x)) V (N(., c) A ~T(x)).
Then, for all instances ~ the following holds optMA x SATGO) = n~x II {c I 3. ~(x, c, P, N, T)} II. 
t2(~, u) c s>(~,.).
iii) Vx 6 gr and
Most of the reductions in this paper will actually be a much stronger form of this reduction. it is not known whether MAx CLIQUE is approximable.
Then we introduce two large classes of matching and covering problems. For these, we prove that they are approxinaable and that they do not belong to MAX NP.
All these problems naturally belong to a new complexity class that we call MAX 111. We have that 9~ qo(K,y, E1, S1) ¢:~ 3 F W(K',ff, E2, S2)
Choose S,,,o = St U $2. We claim that, for all ~ ~ V~ t, To see this, assume 0 be such that G1,S1 ~= 
3rj p(?7,'~, E,S).
E.~o(z~) = El(t~) and S~(-~) = S1(2').
A simple structural induction on formulae then shows: 
3~ ~(Y',-~, E2, $2)} are dis,ioint. []
The theorem was proved under the assmnption that a graph is a finite structure of the kind G = (V, E We now introduce two optimization problems. We first, show that they are approximable and then that they do not belong to MAX NP. The first problem is the optimization version of 3DM and it is a generalization of the maximum matching problem.
Suppose we are given a set of3-tuples T = {TI, .., T,}.
A set. M _C T is a. malching if it. is a collection of mutually component-wise different tuples: A = (al, a2, aa) E
~1[ A [3 = (bl, b2, b3) E ~]I ~
ai ¢ bi, 1 < i < 3). We then define the following NPO problem.
MAX 3 DIMENSIONAL MATCHING (MAx 3DM).
INSTANCE.
A collection of 3-tuples T = {T1,..,Tn}.
PROBLEM. Find the maximum cardinality lnatching.
In a similar fashion, we can define the problem MAX k-DM where the input is a collection of k-tuples (when k = "2 this is the maxinmm matching problem). MAX Hi seems to be a natural way of expressing many NPO problems. In the next section we will prove completeness with respect to P-reductions.
Structural Properties of MAX
II1
In this section we exhibit complete problems for the class MAX HI • Our frst MAX Ill-complete problem is the following.
MAX NUMBER OF SATISFIABLE FORMULAE (MAX NSF).
INSTANCE.
A set of
3CNF
formulae PROBLEM. Find a truth assigmnent to the variables such that the maximum number of formulae is satisfied.
In this problem, the set of feasible solutions of nOll zero weight, are assignments that, satisfy at, least, one fornmla ~i; this implies that MAX NSF is non approximable unless P = NP. 
P(i,j, kl) A P(i,j, k2) A P(i,j, k3) --+ T(kl) V T(kz) V T(k3), F1 = P(i,j, kl) A P(i,j, k2) A N(i,j, k3) --
Now we establish the completeness of MAX NSF. Let 
V'y ~(2i, f1, I,,5'), .~i E domain(2).
We can conclude that MAX NSF is complete for MAX HI under P-
reductions. El
Notice that we actually proved tim strongest result that MAX NSF is complete with respect to Areductions.
It turns out that the following problem too is MAX Hi-complete.
MAX NUMBER OF ONES (MAx ONES).
INSTANCE. A boolean formula ~ in 3CNF.
PROBLEM. Find a satisfying assignment with the maximum number of variables set to true.
The proof is non trivial and it appears in the full paper.
The complete problems we saw in this section are non-approximable unless P = NP. However, we know that MAX II1 contains approximable problems and selfimprovable problems like MAX CLIQUE, which are either non approximable or are in PTAS. It would be interesting to characterize classes of a pproxinaable problems inside MAX H1.
5
Restrictions on Expressive
Power of MAX 111
In the previous section we saw that MAX Ill ill its full generality has problems which are too hard for approximation. On the other hand, let us examine the expressions for the optimization functions for various problems we have been discussing, and which we proved are not in MAX NP
• MAX CLIQUE.
We have that optcLq(G) =
m.xcIl{ x I c(z)^ Vuv (-~C(u)v-~C(v)v E(,,, ,,) ) }ll
• MAX 3DM. These problems are not only in MAX HI, but t.he fashion in which they are expressed is also rather similar.
More precisely, all these problems can be expressed as: • MAX INDEPENDENT SET: given a graph, find the size of the maximum independent set. This problena is ill RMAX(2).
• MAX GRAPH k-COLORING: given a graph G = (V, E) and an integer k, find the maximum number of vertices of G that can be colored with k colors such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. This problem is in RMAX(2).
• MAX k-ANLSAT: this is the restriction of MAX ONES where all the variables appear negated in the input, forlnula, and where every clause has at. most k literals. This problem is ill PtMAX(I~t).
• MAX k-HYPERCIAQUE: An input iustanee is a khypergraph H = (A, E) where A is a set, and E C 7)(.. • Vx, opt(Y) = g(opt(x)) where a/= tl(X).
• Given any y' E SF(x'), 'we can find in polynomial time a y E SF(X) such that yl ( .') )
op~(~------T > h -k, opt(#) ]
If a problem is self-improvable, then it. is either in NPo -APx or in PTAS. The reason is that we can apply tim reduction n times to map x into t~(x); an error of ~ in the solution of t~(x) corresponds to an error en in the solution of x, where e~ tends to 0 as n tends to infinity. MAX CLIQUE is self-improvable with g(n) = n 2 and h(x) = x 1/2 [6, 12] .
Fact 1 If F is A-equivalent to G and G is selfimprovable, so is F.
We then have the following corollary.
Corollary 1 All lhe complete problems of Theorem 11
are self-improvable.
Notice that these results are obtained without directly mapping these problems to themselves.
Conclusion
We have investigated the relationship between the logical expressibility of Npo problems and their approximation properties. To summarize, we have first shown that class MAX NP is rather weak in its expressive power. We have then defined another class of NPO problems based on logical structure. For this class we have (lemonstrated complete problems; moreover we have obtained interesting subclasses where the complete problems ha.ve similar properties with respect to approximation and in addition they all have the proper~y of selfimprovability. This work is a step in the direction of developing a general framework for establishing a connection between logical structure of a problem and its approximation properties and we hope that it provides an impetus for the same.
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